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Kinks’ songwriter reflects
on America ... and himself
By Chris Kocher
ckocher@pressconnects.com
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Ray Davies, “Working
Man’s Café”
Imagine this nightmare scenario: You’ve been shot in the
leg during a botched street robbery in a foreign country, and
you’re lying in a hospital bed
surrounded by the controlled
chaos of an intensive care
ward. From an IV stand above
you, the morphine drips slowly
and masks some of the pain —
but no amount of medication
can stop the insistent voice inside your head: “Will I live?”
After a brush with death like
that, anyone would be reflective about his place in the
world. If you’re legendary
British songwriter Ray Davies,
once (and future?) front-man
for the Kinks, you naturally
grab a pen and try to make
sense of it all.
On “Working Man’s Café”
(released Feb. 19 on New
West/Ammal Records), the
63-year-old Rock and Roll Hall
of Famer shares those first
days after his 2004 shooting in
New Orleans. “Morphine
Song” seems like half Mardi
Gras funeral, half drug-fuzzed
observations about the characters he sees around him: orderlies, junkies, fellow patients
and “the bed … full of cables
and leads/ nobody visits, nobody grieves.” It’s the same
keen eye for detail he’s employed since mid-1960s hits
such as “A Well-Respected
Man,” but more personal that
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he’s ever allowed himself to
be.
As you’d expect, the shooting weaves its way throughout
the album’s 12 songs — sometimes in obvious references
and other times more subtly.
The angry “No One Listens”
spits accusations about how
the criminal case was handled
and appeals for help to anyone
from the Dalai Lama to the
National Guard. “In a
Moment” ponders how everything can shift “from day to
night” in a split-second, and
“Imaginary Man” explores
how little of a person’s inner
life is seen by others.
Even songs such as “Peace
in Our Time” and “Hymn for a
New Age” take on deeper
meaning when you know the
circumstances that prompted
them. “Peace” finds Davies
surveying a fractured relationship and seeking to rebuild;
“Hymn,” one of the few all-out

album, and
not without
reason — in
addition to
its obvious
touchstones,
it was
recorded in
Nashville
and polished
by prolific
U.S. producer Ray
Kennedy.
But in the
CD’s title
cut, Davies
returns to
RAY DAVIES
his roots
with a meditarock anthems, is a search for
tion on England’s fading culspirituality in a confusing 21st
tural identity: He finds himcentury full of holy wars and
self lost in a shopping mall
bloodshed: “This is my hymn
“where the fruit and veg
for a new age / rewrite the
man used to stand” and
book on a fresh page / If I’m
wonders why “everywhere I
going to find God and be saved go it looks and feels like
/ I need a hymn for a new age.” America.”
That moment of violence in
Then, in the middle,
the French Quarter was also a
Davies seems to appeal for
culmination of sorts for Davies’ reconciliation with esexploration of the United
tranged brother Dave,
States after the 9/11 attacks,
whose creative friction was
and “Working Man’s Café” is a — for better or worse — the
tourist’s view from the outside three-decade core of the
looking in. “Vietnam
Kinks ethos: “There’s gotta
Cowboys” is a cynical take
be a place for us to meet /
about globalization, and “The
I’ll call you when I’ve found
Real World” reflects the sad di- it / I only hope that life has
aspora of Hurricane Katrina
made us / a little more
victims from the Big Easy. The grounded.”
languid shuffle and oppressive
For now, though, Davies
heat implied in “The Voodoo
has found his own solid
Walk” hide the sinister mesfooting on his second true
sage that we may all be “zomsolo outing. Here’s hoping
bies” from time to time.
the inspiration for his next
“Working Man’s Café” is
project is not as life-threatbilled as Davies’ “American”
ening as this one.
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DAYTIME DIAL
THIS WEEK’S SOAP OPERA HIGHLIGHTS
ALL MY CHILDREN: While Richie lied
to Babe about finding an anonymous
donor, his henchman held JR hostage
and JR’s bone marrow was taken
against his will. Richie arranged for JR
to be discovered in a hotel with a
hooker, but Krystal believed JR’s claim
of being the victim. Facing jail time if
Samuel gets his way, Erica called a
press conference and made a shocking
announcement. After moving out at
Annie’s insistence, Ryan ended up with
Greenlee, who told him about their history together and kissed him. Jesse
realized the people who’ve been pursuing him know he’s back in Pine Valley. A male fan broke into Kendall’s
room during her book tour.
Coming: Jesse and those close to
him are in danger.
AS THE WORLD TURNS: Henry
attempted to seduce Kit to help
Parker’s case by getting a confession,
but Vienna’s arrival foiled his scheme.
Upset to see Henry with Kit, Vienna
had sex with Gray. Matt knocked Brad
and Katie unconscious. Luke and Noah
came to Ameera’s aid when two
drunken frat boys menaced them. The
judge awarded custody of Hallie to
Gwen and Will. Matt spent time with
Alison and wasn’t put off when she
talked about her sordid past. Unaware
that Matt is working for Gray, when
Alison saw them together, she became
suspicious and told Casey.
Coming: Ameera faces obstacles to
achieve her dreams.
BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL: To everyone’s surprise, Stephanie didn’t name
the person who shot her, and told Eric
he’s free to decide his own future, asking only that they spend their anniversary together. Felicia and Ridge hoped
their anniversary party would reunite
Eric and Stephanie. Ridge urged Taylor
not to trust Rick, because of how
Phoebe was hurt, but Rick told Taylor
she’d never have to compete for him
with Brooke. Concerned for baby
Jack’s safety when Taylor took him
overnight, Rick launched an emergency custody hearing. Distraught at
the sight of Brooke at the hearing, Taylor badmouthed Brooke, then lunged
for her.
Coming: Taylor’s behavior carries a
huge cost.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Ava accused
Steve of walking out on her, and
vowed to make him suffer in return. A
concerned Steve asked Abe to run a
police check on Ava. Stefano’s attorney revealed to EJ, Sami, Tony and
Anna that, due to the terms of Stefano’s will, John has charge of his
empire. Meanwhile, unaware of how
his memory was erased and saved on
a disk, John saw the disk in Stefano’s
desk and paid no attention to it. Bo’s
medical condition deteriorated rapidly
as his pancreas stopped working, and
the doctors didn’t know why. Family
and friends held an emotional funeral
and wake for Grandpa Shawn. The
sorority sisters decided to forgive
Chelsea.
Coming: A race against time to save
Bo’s life.
GENERAL HOSPITAL: Nikolas was in
torment as he remembered seeing the
Text-Message Killer strangle Emily, and
told Jason. The killer grabbed Sam,
revealing how he’s getting revenge by
eliminating the women important to
Sonny and Jason. Elizabeth fought
back when the killer captured her, and
as the police drew near, they struggled
for the killer’s gun. Claudia intended to
make Sonny pay on learning he has

Johnny hostage. As Jax enlisted his
investigator to find Michael, the youth
took refuge in a cabin. Ian warned
Patrick and Robin that a patient has
been taking counterfeit prescription
drugs, and they hoped to avert a
tragedy.
Coming: It’s a fight to the finish for
the killer.
GUIDING LIGHT: Over Bill’s pleas,
Lizzie intended to marry Jon, but,
noticing Jon’s emotional distance, she
couldn’t say her vows. After Bill kissed
Lizzie, Jon grabbed her and drove off,
dumping her in the woods where Bill
found her. As Jon professed his love for
Sarah, Lizzie told Bill she’s ready to
fight for her baby. Rick was in prison
thanks to Alan’s maneuvers. Cassie
wouldn’t apologize for helping Will
trash Cross Creek, accusing Reva of
pursuing Josh. Harley said she had a
panic attack and was able to explain
away her disheveled appearance in the
car. Gus and Natalia agreed to keep up
their pretense of being estranged.
Coming: Harley and Cyrus’ intimacy
draws the wrong person’s attention.
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: While tricking
Ramsey into signing John’s reinstatement papers, Bo convinced John to
stay on the force and keep an eye on
Ramsey. Todd intended to move his
family to Hawaii, which Blair believed
was tied to Ramsey being in Llanview.
As Nash and Jared battled over the
vineyard, Natalie convinced Jared to
sell his share for the sake of the family.
Jessica feared Allison had told her the
truth about having a secret. Even as a
sketch artist was tying Jessica and
Natalie to Allison, Nash hovered over
Allison’s bed, ready to make sure she
won’t hurt Jessica again.
Coming: Ramsey’s enemies unite to
undermine his power.
PASSIONS: Valerie thought she had
the last laugh by making love to Julian
in front of Eve. But when Valerie’s wig
fell off, Julian found himself in a tryst
with Vincent, who was determined to
kill Julian and Eve. Juanita escaped
thanks to Gwen’s intervention and
took Marty captive. As Marty’s family
feared the worst, the child returned,
praising his “aunt” Juanita. Noah comforted Paloma, who had just learned of
Theresa’s death, but she pulled away,
unable to forget the sight of him with
Fancy. Tabitha and Kay were forced to
use magic to get rid of the Demon Elf.
Coming: While Ethan mourns, something shocking takes place.
YOUNG AND RESTLESS: Working
together over business finally led Victor and Adam to a connection. When
Victoria was preoccupied by Reed’s illness, Adam did a solo presentation of
his new ad campaign. Jack faced a letdown when Eric Forrester refused to
buy ads in the new magazine. Following a fistfight with Walter, David finally
told Nikki he’s been lying to her, and
owes Walter a half-million dollars in
gambling debt. With Jeff pushing Gloria to consummate their marriage, she
and Kevin found a way to stop him on
learning that Jeff’s Korean mistress
was coming to Genoa City. Daniel was
supportive when Amber was hired as
receptionist for Restless Style.
Coming: Nikki makes a decision
about her future with David.
Daytime Dial, Toby
Goldstein's syndicated column,
appears every Sunday. Write her
care of Tribune Media Services,
435 North Michigan Ave., Suite
1400, Chicago, Ill. 60611.
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